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Web Hacking Attacks And Defense
The FBI's latest cybersecurity moves bring the government into new territory – inside privately owned computers. AP Photo/Cliff OwenThe FBI has the authority right now to access privately owned ...
The FBI is breaking into corporate computers to remove malicious code – smart cyber defense or government overreach?
For at least the third time since the beginning of this year, the US government is investigating a hack against federal agencies that began during the Trump administration but was only recently ...
US government probes VPN hack within federal agencies, races to find clues
Cybersecurity experts say consumers must take protection of their online financial accounts into their own hands. Here’s how they recommend keeping cash and cryptocurrency safe from losses.
How to 'be vigilant' and protect your digital assets from getting hacked
The Metropolitan Police Department appears to be the latest victim of a computer hacking group that is threatening to leak sensitive information unless the agency pays a ransom.
D.C. police computers breached by hacker, department says
DNS is an increasingly appealing target for malicious actors. The domain name system (DNS) performs the fundamental job of keeping the Internet running by mapping readable domain names to IP addresses ...
Protecting the “Internet’s address book”: mitigating against DNS attacks
The Justice Department announced a “court-authorized operation” by the FBI to copy and remove “malicious web shells” from hundreds of U.S. computers in response to the massive cyberattacks against ...
FBI removes ‘malicious web shells’ tied to China-linked Microsoft hack
In their post to the dark web ... little to stop the attacks. Officer Hugh Carew, a spokesman for the Metropolitan Police, declined to answer detailed questions about the hacking on Monday ...
D.C. Police Department Data Is Leaked in a Cyberattack
Though the city chose not to pay the ransom, the attack still cost them nearly $18 million in damages, and then the city signed up for a $20 million cyber insurance policy. It's very evident that ...
The Hacker News - Cybersecurity News and Analysis: Search results for Cyber security
A large hacking attack on Israeli websites was largely foiled over the weekend. The hackers has attempted to plant ransomware on over one million Israeli web pages, locking users out until they ...
Massive hacking attack on Israeli websites
Study from HP reveals that nation-state cyber attacks have not only doubled since 2017, but are also increasingly incorporating attacks on physical assets (such as infrastructure).
HP Study: Nation-State Cyber Attacks Double Between 2017 and 2020 as World Edges Toward Open Cyber Warfare
(Bloomberg) -- The indictment of a 21-year-old Swiss hacker who claimed credit for exposing the flaws in a surveillance camera company’s system is likely to stir debate about whether attacks by ...
Swiss Hacker’s Indictment Spotlights Ethics of Activist Attacks
The US has announced sanctions against Russian entities and expelled 10 Russian diplomats in response to a hacking attack and election ... US would "act firmly in defense of its national interests ...
US expels Russian diplomats and issues sanctions over SolarWinds hacking attack
The IC’s assessment notes the hacking ... cyber-attack capabilities.” “China’s cyber pursuits and proliferation of related technologies increase the threats of cyber attacks against the US homeland, ...
IC warns that U.S. adversaries are ramping up cyber attacks
The FBI has the authority right now to access privately owned computers without their owners' knowledge or consent, and to delete software. It's part of a government effort to contain the continuing ...
The FBI is breaking into corporate computers to remove malicious code: Cyber defense or overreach?
Strikingly, DNS (Domain Name System) related outage and Distributed denial of service (DDoS) lead a negative impact on businesses. Among the wide range of countermeasures, a web application firewall ...
The Hacker News - Cybersecurity News and Analysis: Search results for DNS
It’s part of a government effort to contain the continuing attacks ... that a hacking group code named Hafnium had been using multiple zero-day exploits to install web shells with unique file ...
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